CIAS Meeting April 1, 2010

Agenda:

1. Proposed new board member
   - The proposed new board member stands ready to become the new COFR CIAS board member, a representative for the School of Humanities and Social Sciences. The board will vote on his appointment.

2. CANVAS participation
   - A total of five people from Regis will attend CANVAS (Computer and Network Vulnerability Assessment Simulation) at the Air Force Academy on April 2. Two are students and three are faculty. There will be a total of 81 participants from different schools in the front range.

3. Move to DTC Location
   - Regis faculty met with the architect at Regis—the director of facilities and design to specify the requirements of the new DTC Campus building that will house the Center on Cyber Security Education which will in turn house the CIAS. The finalized plan is to begin construction the first of May and moving in will begin August 2\textsuperscript{nd}.

4. Cyber Security Center Report
   - We have secured trackit into sftp. The engineering interface survey is complete and the internal inventory except CSD. Big brother, a network traffic analysis package which does intrusion alerts, is now running successfully. Nagios is running. It gives the current state of the machine and configuration change alerts in a display window

5. CAE IASP application completed
   - The CAE IASP applications are completed. There is no current news about the application.

6. Move to DTC Location
   - There is a new IA team lead in the SEAD practicum
7. Technical lead of the ARNe: We are currently engaged in long-term projects. They are radio astronomy, quantum encryption, security architecture, agile business intelligence system (FFM), cloud computing/ESB infrastructure, IPv6 security, virtualization models and systems.

8. Proposal to recruit an advisory board